
At ARI, we pioneered electronic parts catalogs, 
and today we interface with the industry’s 

leading dealer business management systems 
and serve more than 50,000 users worldwide. 

PartSmart® is our premier, client-installed B2B 
parts lookup solution, offering you fast and 

reliable electronic parts catalog technology to 
ensure your parts department can quickly and 
accurately find the parts your customers need. 

The Fastest Way to Find 
the Right Part the 

First Time

ACCESS TO UP-TO-DATE CATALOGS FROM LEADING SUPPLIERS
PartSmart gives you access to a growing list of leading manufacturer catalogs. PartSmart automatically pulls 
catalog updates from the Internet to ensure your catalog data is always up-to-date.

DISPLAY DATA THE WAY YOU WANT
PartSmart allows you to customize the way you view parts information – see part numbers and illustrations 
together or separately; view an entire illustration; or zoom in on a particular area to improve detail.

CREATE A PICK LIST
PartSmart allows you to add parts to a pick list by simply clicking on the part/reference number, then you can print 
it or upload the list to your vendor’s online interface or your business management software. You can create any 
number of pick lists to support your operation.

LOCATE WHERE PARTS ARE USED
PartSmart allows you to search an entire manufacturer catalog to find all the models/components where a part is 
used and shows you which assemblies contain the parts, so you can accurately determine how many to order.

FIND PARTS EASIER
PartSmart catalog information is searchable by part number, part description, model number and year. 

ELIMINATE ERRORS
Hotspotting feature links parts in the list view with an illustration highlight, ensuring product identification accuracy.   

VIEW SUPPLIER NOTES AND BULLETINS
PartSmart attaches manufacturer notes and bulletins to models, components and part numbers – providing you 
immediate access to important information.

DISPLAY ALL PARTS DATA ON ONE SCREEN
PartSmart displays description, pricing, supercedence and parts kit information all in one place. 

PRINT ILLUSTRATIONS OR PARTS LISTS
PartSmart provides a convenient way for you to print important information from the catalog. You can print full 
images or a zoomed-in view.
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PartSmart Features:


